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Cover story: Hour of Code in Taiwan!

With the rising integration of smart technologies in the workforce and daily lives, The Alliance Cultural Foundation
(ACF) recognizes the importance of technical literacy for future generations. ACF, Junyi Academy (誠致教育基金會)
and partners introduce Hour of Code (HOC), a global movement aimed to raise awareness on coding education in
schools, to parents and teachers of Taiwan. ACF aims to reach 200,000 users in 2016 as well as work with teachers and
professional volunteers through a series of workshops to train and, more importantly, to develop a curriculum and
blueprint to bring into all classrooms... Read more

Age class of the Amis tribe
Taiwan, origin of the Austronesian language family, is an island
of 16 officially recognized indigenous tribes; its largest – the
Amis, stands for over one-third of its total indigenous
population. Some of the best preserved traditions of the Amis
people are found in the Kiwit Village, a living museum located
in the pristine East Coast of the island, and one of the earliest
settlements of its people. There, several endangered cultural
traditions of the tribe still remain such as the attire and
intricate craftsmanship of the feathered Amis headdress
expressing the age class of its men, essential to indicating not
only the age, but rank of the individual... Read more

Amis Harvest Festival
Ruisui Township is located in Hualien County in the East Rift Valley,
between the Central Mountain Range and the Coastal Mountain
Range, with spectacular landscapes that straddle both sides of
Provincial Highway 9. This township possesses many attractions for
outdoor enthusiasts. Culture enthusiasts will also find that there is
much to see and do here as this is home to the indigenous Amis,
Truku and Bunun tribes... Read more
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